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Abstract. A finite group G is isomorphrc to a group of automorphisms of a real indecomposable 
vector bundle g ovex a parawrnpwt space B if and only if G is isomorphic to a subgroup of the 
nruitiplicative group of the divition algebra of real quaternions. , 
I f AMS Subj. Class.: 1640,5730 
i 
finite group vector bundle 
.__ 
Let t be a real vector bundle over a topological space B. If 4: # T * p for any pair 
of subbundles T and p1 then 4 is caiicd Wecx~m~~suHe. Forany positive integer 12, 
one cm find a topolagical space R and a real indecomposable v ctor bunde E wer 
i3 with fjbers of’ dimension Zlr (namely, $ the tangent bundle of the sphere SZn). 
Hmvcver. as a c.onsequcnce of a simple algebraic argument and the equivaience of 
the category of vector bundles of bounded fiber dimension over a paracompac t 
space B and the category of finitely generated projective modulus over the ring of 
continuous real-valued functions on B [I?]* we prove the following: 
In what follows. if A is a ring and S a subring, then S and A share a common 
identity. 
Proof. (ii) Let Q be the given is-,morphism from G to Aut(hf). ?hen Q induces a ho- 
momorphism 3 : KC + EndJ& where KG is the group algebra over A’. If the 
L:haracteristic of K is zero, the im-tpe B of 3 is ;t semisimple K-algebra. Since M is 
indccumposabic. D contains no proper idempotents, o D is a division algebra over 
K This proves (ii). 
(i) To prove (‘i), replace K by its prime field k and observe that the image 11 of 
kG in Aut&l) is a finite ring with no idempotents other than 0 and 1. Since idem- 
pofents can be tifted tnodu’io amaximal ideal in a finit: ring, Wedderburn’s Theo- 
rem inrpties that 5, _*irL IR*ad(B) is it Reid. Thus 5 is a compictcly primary ring with max- 
ima! ideal L&d(B). This completes the proof. II 
Proof of llwxeni i , $_a) To p rove the direct imptieation of the theorem. let g be a 
real vet tur bun&e over the paracompso t space B. The function f’ which assigns to 
each point x in 5 the integer fix) equal to the dimension of the fiber over x induces 
a decmmpositicm of 5 if the image of fcontains more than one point. So, if 5 is in- 
dxompasable, the fiber dimension of c is constant. The sections of I form an inde- 
composablc projcstive module M over the ring A of continuous real-v&red func- 
tions on 8, so that Au@ “* Aut(M) Q this is shown in (31 j. By Proposition I, with 
A’ the field of real numbers, afinite group G of automorphisms oft must be a sub- 
grorrp csf t!hc divkhn algebra of real quaternions. 
(b) To prove the converse of the theorem, it is sufficient o give a quaternionic 
v=tor bundtc which remains indecomposable when viewed as a rea1 vector bundle. 
The existence of such a bundle was pointed out to me by 11. Bass. The example 
given here is in 13. p. 272 ff] . Let 7’ be the standard quaternionic Iine bundle over 
the quatetnionic projective line QP!. Clearly. every finite subgroup of the real 
quaternions acts as a group of automsrphisms of 71 by scalar multiplication in each 
fiber. Swm shows that y * is equivalent to a vector bundle on the four-sphere S4. 
when viewed as a real vector bundle, and computes the Euler class X($ ) of 7’. 
shnwing it to bc non-zero. If 7 is a real bundle over Sd and the filet dimension of 
p is n, then X(r) Etp(S4], the II* homology group of S4. Only 1&S4) is non- 
trivM From the product formulae for Euler classes [2,8.2, p. 2401, if # = p 8 p, 
then X(y’) =X(r) X(p). If’?, p are norMvial, then 1 5 fiber dimension of 7, p 5 3, 
so 2*‘(r) = X(p) = 0, which would contradict he non-triviality of X(7’). Thus 71 is 
an indeesmposabie r ~i vector bundle. &I 
Making the same arguments with the complex numbers replacing the reals sh~s 
that the only finite groups of automorphisms of indecomposable complex. vector 
bundles are cyclic. Also, by employing the equivalence of categoties given in 131, 
we have given an example of an indecomposable finitely generated projective mod- 
ule M over a commutative ring A, so that the division algebra of real quatevnions 
is in HomA @f, 80. 
Our theorem answers the question raised in [ I ] in the negative; there it was con- 
jectured that any finitr: group of automorphisms of an indecomposable r al vector 
bundle is cyclic. 
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